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introduction
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metagame
Today, April 30th 2017, there are ninety
thousand, four hundred and twenty four
tabletop games listed on the most active
social site for tabletop players, boardgamegeek.
com - a testament to their increased popularity
of within the last few years. While Brailled and
large print versions of traditional games such as
Chess and Backgammon are fairly easy though
often expensive- to obtain, during my research
I could find just two published games for which
sight impaired editions are commercially
available - Scrabble and Boggle.

Metagame is an app and community website that is
designed to address the huge gap between games
that are accessible and games that are available by
making use of machine learning to identify cards
and other game pieces via the user’s phone. Once
an element is identified by the app, audio is played
describing both the appropriate rules related
information and aesthetic aspects. This audio is
created by the gaming community and shared on
the website.
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phase one:

understand
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My project began with some very broad desktop
research into visual impairment and gaming, and the
simultaneous generation of a contact list of people
and organisations involved in both areas with whom
to speak in order to gain insight into issues associated
with visual impairment and how they relate to gaming.
I am delighted that almost everyone I contacted not
only agreed to meet me but were also very positive
and enthusiastic about my ideas, and each meeting
contributed in its own way to the development of
Metagame.
The most important meetings however were those
with David, Dave, Michael and Steve, members of a
group of visually impaired gamers who meet every
week in a gaming cafe. In the absence of either the
availability of accessible versions of modern games
or a device by which to make games accessible, I
discovered that they were improvising their own
solutions, one game at a time. This was both inspiring
and utterly consistent with my experiences of the
wider gaming community, who I have witnessed
investing significant amounts of their own time and
money in not only participating in the hobby but in
crafting custom components and running event
gaming for others.
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understand:

research
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Desk Research

The first step towards understanding the problem space was to
do desk research into visual impairments including how
different conditions affect vision and which are the most common for each age group. While I probably read more than was
necessary, some of it was useful as it directly informed
some of the project’s constraints. I learned, for instance that
only a quarter of visually impaired people of working age are
employed or in education / training, meaning that my design
needed to be inexpensive to the user.
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I also read that while the most common cause of sight
impairment over all in the UK is AMD (age-related macular
degeneration), the most common cause among people of
working age in both the UK and US is diabetic retinopathy,
which is sight loss caused by diabetes. While at first I didn’t
realise this was useful information, I later learned through
discussions with visually impaired gamers that people with this
condition are often also incapable of reading Braille due to
sensory loss associated with diabetes. This became the primary
reason for opting for audio based navigation rather than
utilizing haptics after establishing that playing tabletop games
regularly as a hobby is most popular among the same age
range as is at risk from diabetic retinopathy rather than AMD
(which mostly affects elderly people).
Through my desk research I also found statistics for the mental
health of people with sight loss. These suggested that people
with visual impairments are, perhaps unsuprisingly, much more
likely to report feelings of isolation than the general
population, in part due to difficulties in participating in social
activities without the need to rely on sighted assistance, which
can create unequal relationships.
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While there is a lot of assistive technology designed to help
support people with sight loss it is focussed on enabling them
to do everyday, essential tasks independently, I could find
nothing that was designed to promote social interaction with
others in any context.
The only accessible games I could find for sale which were not
custom made were Braille, large print and tactile versions of
traditional games such as chess and backgammon. Accessible
gaming is quite literally thousands of years behind the general
tabletop market!
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Experiential Research

I have been very lucky in being able
to attend two megagames within the
timescale of this project. Although it is
a relatively new phenomena it is a very
popular one among regular gamers.
A megagame is typically designed
from scratch or adapted from an
existing game by its organisers, who
are usually simply people who love
games rather than professional
designers. They involve large numbers
of players (the first one I attended,
Galactic Throne, had thirty two),
custom made boards and tokens, and
are usually played over the course of a
day.

Such games often combine elements
belonging to different categories of
game, such as war gaming, strategy,
puzzle and roleplaying, and are
incredibly social experiences in which
much negotiation and betrayal occurs.
Most evident in these games is the
passion and enthusiasm of the gaming community itself for creating and
participating in not just gameplay but
group experiences. This is exactly the
spirit which will help support Metagame
by generating content for it.
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Megazombiecide in progress
Depiction of me created
for a custom Zombiecide
card by Amy Noon.
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User Research

In the first week of the project I assembled a list of people who
I thought might have an interest in one or more aspects of it.
These included academics such as Rachel Menzies here at the
university of Dundee who has undertaken considerable work in
the area of accessibility, and Dayna Galloway, a games
designer at Abertay, as well as organisations who work with
people with limited sight, including the Dundee Blind and
Visually Impaired Society, and the RNIB.
As I conducted desk research I quickly began to recieve replies
and set up meetings. The project was very vaguely defined at
this stage, and each new conversation bought with it a new
perspective.
Rachel described how visual impairment is, like most
disabilities, a wide ranging spectrum, and that one solution
was unlikely to suit all. We also discussed the quality, or lack
thereof, of audio descriptions for television. This conversation
was one I kept in mind throughout my development process
and was one of the reasons I decided against using text to
speech for any function except the dice roller’s calls.
Fiona Finlayson, at the Dundee Blind and Visually Impaired
Society, described how many of the society’s elderly memembers are reluctant to try any new activity or unfamiliar
technology, but that the younger members of the society were
‘always using their phones’, demonstrating that while poor
interface design can be a barrier to the use of a phone, a sight
impairment does not inherently prevent technology use. She
also showed me the society’s collection of board games, limited to large print Scrabble, Braille chess and Braille Draughts.
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A couple of weeks after my conversation with Fiona, I visited
the RNIB in Edinburgh where I met with Derek Rutherford, a
contact Chris had advised I speak to. He showed me the
accessible games they stock and use at the centre, which once
again were all Braille, tactile or large print versions of traditional games, with the exception of an electronic console called the
Odimo, which had a number of crosswords and sudoku puzzles
stored on a chunky cartridge accessed through a dreadful and
confusing voice interface. The RNIB has not sold a single unit,
perhaps in part due to a mismatch between the age demographics of adoptors of new technology and people who enjoy
puzzles, but perhaps also because of the expense of acquiring
more cartridges with new puzzles.
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Derek then gave me contact details for David Millan and
Michael Cruickshank, who organise regular gaming sessions for
people with visual impairments. Both men have limited sight
themselves, David to the extent that he requires a guide dog.
I was able to visit their regular gaming sessions and not only
have conversations about the challenges they face in trying to
play modern games which often contain cards, boards
which are randomly generated at the beginning of a new
game, and rules which can be modified at various times. While
I initially conducted unstructured interviews with them, the
most useful element of my visits was actually participating in
their games and witnessing different issues in various games as
they arose.
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While some of the modifications they made worked well and
some did not, what was striking was the determination and
ingenuity evident in their efforts to play games which rely
entirely on understanding visual information.
Inspired by the techniques they employed and forewarned
of solutions which just do not work - such as trying to use
a magnifier on cards that often have quite a reflective
finish - I began my own analysis at the points at which games
break down for people with visual impairments, using my field
notes from our game of Seafarers of Catan and Love Letter.
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What was striking about the games wasn’t simply the
differences in the way the game was played by some members of the group but how similar game related exchanges
remained to my own experience of games.
While it was more critical to accurately relay the position
and nature of pieces to the players with the least sight than it
is to clarify details to a sighted players, in my experience
similar calls are made just as often in games where all players
are sighted.
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The kind of information which is requested in the course of
a game however is usually public information, meaning it is,
available to all players. Clearly this kind of information is not
posing a significant problem as long as at least one player has
good vision. However, priviledged information - that which is
known to one player alone - is much more of an issue.

Analysis of player/game and player/player interactions
in Love Letter
25

understand:

defining the problem
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Through a combination of unstructured interviews,
observations of play, and analysis of both the kinds of
interactions within gameplay and the types of
information embedded within the mechanics of
modern games, it became obvious that the most
problematic area was the reading of priviledged
information which must not be revealed to opponents.
While there are also issues associated with players
trying to feel for the location of pieces of a board,
these seem like they would be better solved by a
physical rather than digital solution.
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phase two:

explore
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With the problem firmly defined as the automatic recognition
of priviledged information within a game, typically found on
cards, I began to explore some methods of identification.
NFC seemed like a good choice at first. It is fast, reliable, and
doesn’t require the tag to be physically visible, preserving the
aesthetics of the cards or other elements being identified.
However, it is also relatively expensive at high volumes, and its
use would depend upon the player having an NFC chip in his
or her phone, or the system being made more expensive by
the provision of a custom NFC scanner. Since app access to the
NFC chip on iPhones is very tightly restricted, a large number
of potential users could be excluded if NFC was used.
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Next, I considered QR codes. They would be free for the user
to print, but potentially a bit fiddly for visually impaired
players to scan, and would potentially spoil the look of any
elements they were attached to.
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This left one logical but relatively new option: to utilise
image recognition. Machine learning systems can
compensate for lack of proper camera focus and the
face up side of a card could be identified without the
need for further tags. However, that raised the
question of whether it would in fact be preferable to
be able to recognise a card from the back, as it lay on
the table, from a tag, rather than hold a card face up
at a sufficient distance from the camera, potentially
revealing it to sighted players.
While I considered these issues, I began drawing
wireframes for Metagame, as the exact identification
technology used in the final prototype would have no
bearing on structural or interface design.
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explore

design
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The first stage in the design of the app was to consider its
structure and draw out its potential architecture. This process
aided in breaking down desired functions into a simple
structure that would be easy for a visually impaired person to
navigate as it is designed to only present two options at any
one time.
Keeping in mind my conversation with Rachel about the
variation in degree of sight loss and frequent additional
disability I decided to create two modes of operation, one
simple, one more complex.
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Level One:
Metagame is capable of identifying game elements from without the user navigating away from the home screen. This is to
ensure that there is minimal interaction required between the
user and the system to benefit from its core functionality.
To trigger the identification process, the user swipes
downwards, in imitation of drawing a card.
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Level Two:
If a user scans a game box, a game specific screen is opened.
Like the home screen it provides the ability to scan but with
the additional function to replay previously scanned cards
which are in hand.
If they are discarded from hand, the action of discarding can
be mirrored by swiping the left hand section of the screen
upwards, mimicking the action of throwing a card forward onto
the table. It will also provide a warning if you have more cards
in hand than the game allows.
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By basing interactions with Metagame on physical actions
within gameplay, their memorability is increased as users are
already highly familar with these actions in the specific context
of use. Futhermore, it should complement rather than detract
from the tactile experience of gaming, something many
players value.
A user still has to learn where to swipe on the scren however,
so to facilitate this process not only is the screen divided into
two large swipable areas but eachof these areas has a unique
tone associated with them as an audio equivalent of an icon.
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A single tap will play that tone. A double tap will play an audio
description of that area’s function. This is to allow novice or
forgetful users to learn what each area is for (and how to
trigger that function) without subjecting the expert user to
full descriptions of what he or she already knows when they
are simply trying to determine if they are touching the correct
area of the screen.

While much has been written about interface design from
structural and visual perspectives, I could find very little
advice in regards to using audio feedback and navigation
except within the developer support pages for Alexa, which
features a set of guidelines drawn up by Amazon while developing the audio interface for the Echo. This,
together with my experience of navigating through the
Odimo’s system and Rachel’s discussion with me of the
poor quality of TV audio description shaped my approach
by making me consider the overal experience of
encountering the audio rather than simply the function it
serves.
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Original
Anomalous Trichromacy
With the architecture, individual screens, and interactions
planned out, it was time to move on to visual design.
This was informed by studying which colours are most easily
distinguishable from each other by people with various types
of anomalous trichromacy and dichromacy (colour blindness),
partially because I didn’t want to accidently exclude people
with any type of visual impairment, and partly because sight
loss is usually a gradual process which not only reduces vision
but also causes colours to be percieved incorrectly as in colour
blindness.
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website

While the true aim of the project was to develop the app, I felt
it was important to design a few pages of the supporting
website to demonstrate the community involvement in the
creation of audio content for the app. To that end, I mapped
out the site’s architecture and drew wireframes for the home
page’s appearance to both new visitors and signed in
members, before mocking up the UI in proto.io.
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explore

technology
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The key issue in regards to technology was to decide upon a
method of identifying cards. I experimented with three
prototypes, each one of which explored one of the proposed
methods further: NFC, QR Code, or image recognition.
Although the NFC based prototype was very stable and made
very fast identifications, I reluctantly ruled it out due to being
the most expensive option for users.
Next I tried QR codes, but although my fears of visually
impaired people stuggling to scan them proved unfounded,
the codes did take up a lot of space on cards.
However, having a code on the back of a card reduced the
likelihood of a sighted player catching a glimpse of the card, so
I decided to create my own, smaller codes which an image
recognition program could then associate with the signified
card.
These codes were inspired by the squares I had already begun
to use in my logo and based on Morse code, with the dashes and dots mapped to the blue and brown used in the app’s
interface.
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Once the codes were created I began to train Clarifai’s
machine learning algorithm to identify codes associated with
the cards from Love Letter, which was chosen because it has
only eight unique cards. This was very successful, with only
one early false positive.

Clarifai identifying images containing the 'Princess' strip.
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However, switching identification method also meant switching development platform from App Inventor to Android
Studio to as App Inventor could not talk to the Clarifai API, although ultimately this switch would have had to occur anyway
as App Inventor does not properly support swipes.

Android Studio
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phase three:

materialise
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deliverables

one hundred words
This decade has seen unprecedented innovation within
tabletop gaming, yet while boardgamegeek.com currently lists
over ninety thousand games, those accessible to people with
sight impairments largely remain restricted to expensive Braille
versions of traditional games such as chess. Isolation is
frequently reported among this group, so it is important to
facilitate their access to social activities.
Metagame enables visually impaired people to play complex
modern games through phone-based AI image recognition,
and creates wider awareness of inclusive gaming by crowdsourcing the creation of audio tags for game components to
sighted players and designers, bringing together the entire
gaming community.
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one great image
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A one minute video demonstrating the functionality of my prototype can be viewed
on my blog at lorrettagayle.com.

one minute video

reflection
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People
I originally chose to undertake
this project because a few years
ago I met a young woman who
was very much like me, except
completely blind. Her interests
were similar to mine but there
was one hobby she could not
participate fully in: gaming.
The closest thing she had
experienced was navigating
through audio versions of
Choose Your Own Adventure
books. She loved them.
While early on I considered
creating an original game
specifically for those with
visual impairments, I quickly
realised that this was neither
wanted nor appropriate. Such
a game would only serve to
reinforce the sense of isolation
they often feel as a result of
struggling to access social
activities without assistance,
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and would completely fail
to address their obvious
desire to play the same
games as their sighted
friends and family.

Meeting David, Dave and
Michael for the first time
was an important day for
the project as they
confirmed my suspicion
that visually impaired
gamers of my generation
are no more interested
in draughts or
backgammon than any of
my sighted gaming friends
of the same age.
What I did not anticipate
was the remarkable level
of commitment to
finding ways to play
complex modern games.
I arrived at the first meeting early and had the
opportunity to speak to
David at length about his
plans to attempt to make
an accessible Settlers of
Catan board, and his wife’s

talent for imitating voices from
the Discworld audiobooks and
his hope that she would use
those character voices when
reading out the Discworld
board game cards.
As part of a gaming society
myself I should not have been
surprised - I have witnessed
members of the society spend
all of their free time and upto a
thousand pounds of their own
money to create custom pieces
and boards for one-off
megagames. There is a very
strong, passionate, creative
community around tabletop
gaming and connecting visually
impaired and sighted gamers
through the Metagame site has
the potential not only to
facilitate accessibility but also
to enhance the experience of
gameplay through the creation
and sharing of flavourful audio
53

content which does more than
simply describe rules.
I was later able to return to
Edinburgh to discuss my
prototype with David, Dave,
Michael, and Steve, who I had
not previously met. They were
enthusiastic about the concept
behind it, calling it ‘brilliant’ and
ideal, but David in particular
was also wary about the
technical challenge of it, as he
has some experience with
programming. He did however,
strongly voice the opinion that
if the app could be made to
work reliably, I should sell it as
there is a substantial market for
such a thing.
While my sessions with the
Edinburgh group directly
influenced the direction
of the project in that they
led in part to my choice
to focus on identifying
priviledged information,
and directly inspired the
community site, I am also
indebted to Michael Heron
of meeplelikeus.com.
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Our meeting came after a
month or so of wavering
faith in the project on my
part, and then he restored
it by sharing some of his
work and research insights
with me - which aligned
with my thinking. This was
hugely reassuring as he
has been studying accessibility issues in gaming for
years. I described my prototypes and my intended
next steps. In addition to
his expertise in the field of
accessibility he is a digital
media lecturer, so it was
very reassuring to hear
him speak positively about
my ideas - and I even
managed to propose an
idea he hadn’t considered.
He requested that I keep
him informed of my work,
which was even more
encouraging, and between
his enthusiasm and that
of the Edinburgh group,
I feel that it would be
worthwhile to continue
this project beyond
graduation.

Design
The keys to a successful design
in this project lay in ensuring that
the app was accessible to people
with no usable sight at all, but
also visually accessible to people
with limited functional sight to
encourage them in utilising their
vision; and in supporting and
complementing the physical
interactions within gameplay
rather than replace them entirely
with digital technology.
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The creation of two levels of
functionality, one which
simply allows cards to be
recognised, the other offering
more complex options,
together with the strict
limiting of functions available
at any one time help ensure
ease of use for users with
varying levels of sight. The use
of audio ‘icons’ and
audio ‘hints’ facilitates the
app’s unassisted use by
people who are completely
blind, but does not subject
them to the lengthy delays
typical audio-based
navigational systems do, and
allows them to simply use the
single ‘icon’ tone to locate
their desired option
eliminating the need to listen
to the full descriptions for
each function every time they
use the app. While I am happy
with the implementation of
this system
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for the prototype, I will be
attempting to make these
sounds more distinctive and
original to integrate it into
branding for the system.
The solution also feels
successful as regards the
goal of not supplanting the
tactile elements of gameplay
through using interactions
which mimic those found
within tabletop gaming.
While this was simply
intended to aid in retaining
the experience of gameplay,
it actually improves the app’s
usability as it is makes it very
easy to remember what
gestures are required to
access the key functions.

Technology
This has been by far the
most challenging aspect
of the project. While the NFC
prototype was very reliable,
using NFC tags is just not
cost-effective in the long
term. QR codes are also reliable but not very
aesthetically pleasing, and
they take up enough space
on a card to spoil the look
of it for a sighted player. AI
based image recognition is a
very exciting and fairly new
technology, and the thus far
the companies who are
willing to allow access to
their algorithms are
marketing their product to-

wards businesses, and free or
trial accounts do not
therefore generally enjoy the
same speeds when recieving
information back from the
server to an app. While
Clarifai was very impressive in
terms of correctly
identifing images, response
times following scanning
from the app were slow. A
trial with Microsoft’s Computer Vision has also resulted
in slow times and this remains an issue to be solved.
A recurrent camera framework error bug has also
plagued the project but I
believe it is fixed now.
Despite these issues, I
am proud of what I have
achieved in the time span
and optimistic about the
future of the project beyond
my time at DJCAD.
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